AN APPROACH TO PERSONALIZED SEARCH WITHIN DISTRIBUTED REPOSITORY OF VISUAL DATA
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Abstract. In this paper, we introduce functional assumptions of the distributed repository of visual data that are one of key aspects of SYNAT framework for digital libraries. The proposed system will provide innovative tools and extend capabilities of current repositories. Within this task, the personalized search system is discussed. Especially three different approaches were proposed for this system, such as: CF, CBF and DF. Idea behind personalization is that there is currently lack of such functionality whereas end users would benefit from it.
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1. Introduction

The main goal of SYNAT project [1] is the establishment of the universal, open, hosting and communication, repository platform for network resources of knowledge to be used by science, education and open knowledge society. Developed system is intended to become widest publicly available repository service in Poland interlinking various digital libraries available and new data sets as well. Domains of use include but are not limited to: science, technics, education, history and culture. Project consortium consists of 15 institutions; among them top polish universities and national libraries.

One of key project objectives is the development of distributed repository of visual data that will provide innovative functions to the system. This task is conducted within four research areas. First one is related to development of distributed metadata repositories and methods of advanced search in the federation of repositories of visual data. Access interfaces will be based on common interfaces using SQI and OAI. Interlinking various databases furthermore requires unification of metadata description of stored multimedia objects. In addition, management of user profiles will enable complex search functionalities.

Second research goal is the creation of open database system. It will take advantage of ontology for design of database structure and allow for convenient integration with content-based multimedia indexing tools. Innovative elements include detection and prevention of distributed attacks against database system.

Another two objectives are strictly related to multimedia content and comprised of digital watermarking technologies and methods of high-quality content distribution. Considered digital watermarking is a set of suitable techniques that operate directly in multimedia content. Thus, useful functions related to data integrity and metadata verification; identification of distribution channel; or protection of sensitive data can be applied in repository. New watermarking techniques are also under research in this task. On the other hand, the content distribution system is focused on providing to end user the multimedia data in required quality. It will realize functions of adaptation and transcoding of visual data, and fragmentary object delivery (e.g. delivery of part of scanned manuscript or audio stream from video recording). Metadata system will store additional information about content quality.

Functional architecture of the repository and modules are presented in Fig. 1.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides overview of the current distribution of digital content and existing systems for management of digital content. Section 3 introduces personalized search functionality within digital repository. Assumptions for information filtering, unified metadata, architecture and communications are presented. Section 4 concludes the work.
Digitalization of resources stored in libraries allows for implementation of additional methods for indexing content and thus it for generation of the appropriate indexes regardless of previously used methods of cataloguing. In other words, the metadata representing librarian resources can now be enriched with the results of the process of libraries resources indexing.

At the same time, the increased interest in distribution of video content can be observed. Although the terrestrial and satellite digital TV providers have offered VoD services for last years, only now, thanks to the increase of bandwidth and the number of broadband Internet users, the implementation of such services is observed. The description of the most popular systems for management of digital libraries is summarized in Tab. 1. The technology revolution in mobile telephony both in terms of transmission speed and equipment enables current smartphones’ users not only to make video calls, but also soon to watch TV in the DVB-H standard. Existing technologies of image and sound analysis allow for indexing of the video and audio sequences. They are used to describe the content, and even the character of the given sequence. Regarding to the description of the nature of content, it is worth to mention, that the web portals, which offer the music tailored to the listeners’ mood, exist nowadays.

Personalization was not a key element in any systems managing digital libraries that were shown in Tab. 1, so the proposal presented in this paper has an innovative character. Despite significant differences in the characteristics between distributed e-learning systems, and digital libraries, adaptation of such a solution to the requirements of repositories seems to be desirable and will offer a real personalized search for digital libraries’ users.

### Tab.1: Summary of selected systems used for management of digital content.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System’s name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Supported technologies</th>
<th>License type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CONTENTdm</td>
<td>The system for management of digital collections. The software can handle the storage of different digital object including: local history archives, newspapers, books, maps, slide libraries or audio/video. It supports also Optical Character Recognition (OCR) on text documents to enable full text searching [4].</td>
<td>Unicode, Z39.50, Qualified Dublin Core, VRA, XML, JPEG2000, OAI-PMH.</td>
<td>Commercial software</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Personalized Search

Personalized approach assumed the introduction of different methods to obtain, during the search, results tailored to the needs of specific end-user. There are different approaches in the implementation of personalized search, but generally the approaches based on filtration results could be distinguished. Filtration is to reject or change the total conformity value of the respective objects (from the result set) considering both conformity to the given query and given user’s preference.

3.1. Information Filtering and Unified Metadata

It is intended to establish modularized framework of the system (Fig. 2) that could support all mentioned above approaches. The details of these well-known solutions are deeply analysed and described in many scientific articles, compare: [15], [16], [17]. The most frequently used filtering methods include [15]:

- CF (Collaborative Filtering),
- CBF (Content-Based Filtering),
- DF (Demographic Filtering).

It is intended to establish modularized framework of the system (Fig. 2) that could support all mentioned above approaches. The details of these well-known solutions are deeply analysed and described in many scientific articles, compare: [15], [16], [17]. There are two the most popular standard describing metadata of digital resources:

- describing e-learning objects: IEEE LOM [12],
- describing digital libraries’ objects: MARC [13].

The BSS (Broker Service System), (Fig. 2) is responsible for parsing all these type of metadata standards. The details of components of the proposed framework are presented in the subsection: Architecture. Another metadata standard, that is intended to be supported by the ASMS (Advance Search Management System), (Fig. 2), is Attention Metadata [14]. The main purpose of this standard is to exchange the information describing users’ attentions to search results.

3.2. Architecture

The framework of the proposed system is shown in Fig. 2. We can distinguish following parts of the framework:

- Search System – the main part that is responsible for gathering queries from end-users, transferring them to another module such as BSS or its extension: Advance Search System. Then it is also responsible for presenting the results to end-users.
Broker Service System – is responsible for organising the data for query to be sent via the broker layer to repositories. The BSS supports different standards describing metadata (including: IEEE LOM and MARC 21), different query languages (including: CQL and S2QL), as well as different services (SOAP, REST) and interfaces: SQI, SRU and SRW.

Broker – is responsible for connection to repositories and organize the federated search.

Advance Search System – is the core part of personalization. The positioning of found results is the core aspect of the search done by given end-user, because it can fulfil requirements of personalized search. This system consists of some sub-modules including: module responsible for storing end-user profiles, module that collects end-users behaviour data, module that collect the end-users’ attention to found results. All these modules lead to offer the CF oriented personalization, where end-users are divided into clusters according to the similarity, either of their behaviour or of their profiles.

Broker Management Systems
User Management System
Advance Search Management System

Fig. 2: The model of the framework of the personalized search system.

There are also some modules used by the administrator to manage the broker, users accounts and advance search systems (Fig. 2). They are called: Broker Management Systems, User Management System and Advance Search Management System.

3.3. Communications

The Communication done by broker (Fig. 2) includes: communication with repositories that support SOAP Services including implementation of SQI over SOAP (S2QL support) and the successors of Z39.50 standard (supporting CQL): SRU (Search/Retrieve via URL) and the SRW (Search/Retrieve Web service).

Moreover, many of repositories support OAI-PMH, so it is also planned to extend the module of Advanced Search by introduction following sub-modules: collecting module and indexing metadata module. The first one will be responsible for the OAI-PMH communication with repositories, data harvesting and storing, whilst the second one will be responsible for the metadata indexing (including both IEEE LOM and MARC21 standards) and offering the recommendation utilizing Content-Based Filtering.

4. Conclusion

The proposed solution consists on introduction the personalization search for digital libraries’ users. The personalized search is not commonly offered by any of existing software for managing digital libraries. System will utilize the collaborative filtering by organize end-users into two different kinds of clusters on the base of two different profiles:

- Dynamic: created according to end-users’ behavior,
- Static: connected to end-users explicitly defined profiles.

The proposed system will not only offer personalized search for digital libraries, but also for the content stored in e-learning repositories. It is also planned to offer personalization extension by implementing both Collaborative Filtering and Content-Based Filtering and finally obtain the best effect for Personalized Search.
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